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plumb goodS:
bAniSH THE boring

Welcome to the third season of plumb, 
notebooks by and for individuals who 
appreciate a little flavor in their lives. 
The conservative black notebook has 
had its day, and we’re here to offer a 
vibrant alternative: virtuoso notebooks 
designed from the ground up by con-
temporary artists. plumb notebooks 
come in shapes and sizes to suit any 
inclination, with a pop of color here 
and an unexpected detail there. 

We all find inspiration in just the right 
accessory or object. plumb artist liz 
markus says, “i want people to feel 
cool because they have one of my 
notebooks. i feel that way about some 
things i own—an outfit ,  a watch, a 
purse. An object can be a catalyst, a 
spark that makes me more creative.” 

plumb notebooks sit back enough for 
you to make them your own, but they 
conduct a conversation with you that 
you’ll never have with basic black. 
That’s because each plumb notebook 
is thought through to the last detail, 
elevated by its artist’s spirit. And while

they start out beautiful, make no mis-
take: plumb notebooks aren’t com-
plete until you’ve filled them up.

For Spring 2015, we’ve rounded up 
a masterful painter of pop-cultural 
beauty, a madcap illustrator who tran-
scends the comics of his youth, and 
a thoughtful photographer who cap-
tures the everyday and the ineffable. 
liz markus brings sumptuous materi-
als, striking paintings, and fashion to 
her notebooks. matt Furie’s explosion 
of psychedelic color and subversive 
imagery f inds its way onto nostal-
gic back-to-school formats. Ed panar 
lends his poetic photography to iconic 
blank book forms to create a perfect 
union between the two.

in short, boring notebooks are the per-
fect place for boring ideas. plumb pro-
vides a space for everything else. So 
make a splash. Fall in love. bring your 
life into these blank pages. because 
to be an individual, we’re pretty sure 
you’re going to want more colors than 
just black. 
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PLUMB: How do you strike a balance between realism and abstraction? 
LIZ: I use paint to stain an unprimed canvas, which allows me to create something that looks realistic but is still very painterly. Most bodies of work start out a little tight, but as I keep making them, they loosen up. New subject matter will make me a lit-tle trepidatious, and I’ll hit a wall and tighten up. Getting beyond that usu-ally comes simply by getting back to having fun in the studio again.

PLUMB: Your work often uses familiar imagery, like your series of society women based on iconic photos.
LIZ: My work has a lot to do with desire. I became fascinated by that era and the women’s fantastic style. I didn’t know exactly what the paint-ings would be, but I knew something interesting would come from bringing together these images of worldly per-fection with the stain technique, per-haps bringing out the messier, deeper dimensions of these women. The way I paint is similar to a method actor. It 

takes months to absorb and research the thing I want to paint. The actual painting takes a day or two, but it’s an intense time, walking a tightrope between having and losing control. It’s exciting and intense but it can make me nauseous.

PLUMB: Why does i t  make you nauseous?

LIZ: If I make a mistake, I can’t just rub it out. The canvas is stained. I paint this way in order for these “mistakes” to happen and bring the painting to a place I couldn’t have envisioned, but in the process of doing that, there’s a voice in my head saying, “I really messed this one up.”

PLUMB: How do you keep going in that moment?

LIZ: I stay open to possibility. I’m prob-ably making a thousand decisions a second—do I need to try to con-trol when one color is bleeding into another, or do I let it go? That risky moment is what makes it a really great painting.

LIZ MARKUS

Artwork © Liz MarkusPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

New Yorker Liz Markus’s large-scale paintings interpret American popular culture with both realism and abstraction in bold strokes and color.

perforated card with artist interview

no. 31022

Wholesale: $12.50

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 7.25 x 10.25 inches

Specs: Hardcover with perforated faux leather; 
96 pages, lined; illustrated endpapers; head- 
and tailbands; dyed green edges; perforated 
card with artist interview

FAbulouS book

perforated faux leather back endpapers

interior sample spread

From the perforated white leather-
ette cover to the mint green edges to 
the endpaper portraits of high-soci-
ety women from the 1960s, this piece 
evokes a datebook that might have 
have used to keep track of an unimag-
inably glamorous life.new Yorker liz markus’s large-scale paintings interpret pop-cultural phenomena 

such as rock and roll, hippies, socialites, and Star Wars. She uses bold strokes and 

color on unprimed canvases, a technique that allows her to achieve a unique com-

bination of realism and abstraction. markus’s work has appeared in the Huffington 

post, Vogue, ArtForum, ArTSlAnT new York, and Modern Painters, and she has 

exhibited extensively in new York as well as Europe. born and raised in buffalo, 

new York, she earned her bachelor of fine arts from the School of Visual Arts 

in new York City and her master of fine arts from Tyler School of Art at Temple 

university in philadelphia. markus enjoyed watching her work and aesthetic vision 

transform into physical objects for plumb: “not only do the notebooks incorporate 

actual images of my work, but the designs also came from the style of my painting, 

transformed into something physical. it was like working in a different medium.”

liz mArkuS

“ i want people to feel 
cool because they have 
one of my notebooks. 
i feel that way about 
some things i own—
an outfit, a watch, a 
purse. An object can 
be a catalyst, a spark 
that makes me more 
creative.”

Sumptuously illustrated 
endpapers

perforated 
leatherette cover

mint green 
dyed edges
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Liz Markus
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PLUMB: Your work has a lot of pop culture influence. Where does that imagery come from?

LIZ: I  think I ’m probably always absorbing it—I can’t help it. It must have started when I was a bored kid in the late 1970s. I hung out with my brother with nothing to do except watch TV, but it was actually a really nice time. I was always very inter-ested in clothes and fashion. I’d see things in magazines I wanted but couldn’t have. So I thought maybe I could draw or paint them and then own those things in some way. I also became fascinated with WASP cul-ture when I was in prep school. It’s so interesting how a sense of longing develops. It all looked better some-how—better clothes, better stuff, more fun than my own family. Who wouldn’t want that? Dreaming of being a rock star is the same kind of feeling. My paintings are my way of achieving those things, of living my desires. In the same way, I became enamored of the hippie culture that pervaded the air in the 1970s, then I painted it to experience it.

PLUMB: You can always feel the era in your paintings. 

LIZ: I’m glad that that comes through, because that era is an elusive part of the work that I keep in my mind all the time. I’m always thinking, how can I bring that out? I grew up in the 1970s and 1980s, so those periods figure prominently in my work. A lot of my cultural signifiers spring from those early years.    

PLUMB: Do you collect source imag-ery for your paintings?

LIZ: Yes. I  do most of my image research online. I have a series of folders on my desktop—maybe a hun-dred categories—and I keep putting images into them. And in my studio I also have boxes of magazine pages and design ideas. When I’m thinking about something, I hang up all the stuff that inspires me in that direction.

LIZ MARKUS

Photograph © Walter WeissmanPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

New Yorker Liz Markus’s large-scale paintings interpret American popular culture with both realism and abstraction in bold strokes and color.

PLUMB: What do you want people to feel when they use the 
notebooks you’ve created?
LIZ: I want them to feel cool because they have one. I feel 
that way about certain things I own—an outfit, a watch, 
a purse. The notion of cool and not cool comes up in the 
studio for me. It’s a rich vein I often tap into. The process of 
making these notebooks gave me more insight into my own 
work. Sometimes an object can be a type of catalyst, a sort 
of spark that starts making me more creative—music in the 
studio or an amazing image that inspired me. I’d like people 
to experience that kind of feeling through these notebooks. PLUMB: With the Hot Rod Journal, it’s such an interesting 

combination of things—the suede cover, the metallic edges, 
the muscle cars. 

LIZ: Totally. I imagine the girl from The Graduate running 
around with a floppy suede journal, but the metallic color 
and race cars work in counterpoint to its being simply hip-
pie-like. The Ford GT channels a teenage boy, maybe my 
brother. The car paintings are bold and a little reckless and 
might even have been a poster in a 1970s boy’s room.

Photograph © Walter WeissmanPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

plumbgoods.com

LIZ MARKUS
New Yorker Liz Markus’s large-scale paintings interpret 
American popular culture with both realism and abstraction 
in bold strokes and color.

no. 31021

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 6.75 x 9 inches

Specs: Hardcover; 128 pages, unlined, fading 
from green to white and back again; head- and 
tailbands; dyed yellow edges; perforated card 
with artist interview

lA glAm SkETCHbook

perforated card with artist interview

unlined pages shift subtly from light green to white and back again

liz markus’s hippie paintings stand sen-
try on the covers, finished with high-
gloss rock-and-roll flair, testaments to 
markus’s fascination with 1970s laurel 
Canyon. The interior pages are a hyp-
notic flip-book of color, subtly transition-
ing from pale green to white and back.

no. 31020

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 4.75 x 6.75 inches

Specs: Flexible faux-suede cover; 144 pages, 
unlined with orange gutters; illustrated endpa-
pers; metallic purple edges; rounded corners; 
perforated card with artist interview

HoT rod JournAl

perforated card with artist 
interview

back endpapers

interior sample spread

purple faux suede. purple metall ic 
edges. Hot rod muscle cars. Subtle inte-
rior fire. This journal is one hot item, cre-
ated to be carried around—as artist liz 
markus describes, glamorous on the 
outside, tough on the inside, and better-
looking the more worn it becomes.

glossy 
cover

Yellow dyed 
edges

interior pages transition from 
pale green to white and back

purple faux-
suede cover

metallic 
edges

Hot rod 
endpapers
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PLUMB: How much of your work is editing and sequencing, 

especially now with digital tools?ED: I like to say it’s 50-50, but unfortunately it’s about 10 percent 

shooting, 90 percent production, post-production, and editing.

PLUMB: How much do you shoot in a week, month, or year?

ED: I don’t really know—maybe 2,500 to 5,000 photos a month? 

Since I started shooting more digital, it’s skyrocketed. But 

there’s still so much that’s missed. Whether we’re writing in a 

diary or snapping pictures, we highlight specific instances that 

may have only been a fraction of a few minutes while all these 

other things are happening. I’m always thinking about the para-

dox of trying to capture something you can’t really capture. 

PLUMB: What went into choosing images for this notebook?

ED: The blank pages relate to this idea of just dazing off, and 

the photos are immersive. When you’re daydreaming, your eye 

can focus on a texture, say, for a split second, and that’s what 

the photos are. Most are pairings of obstacles and freedom. I 

wanted to create a sense of the images bouncing from one to 

the other in a way that was reminiscent of daydreaming. When 

we daydream, our thoughts have a lightness to them. We’re 

more receptive to the unexpected. 

Photograph © Ed PanarPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

plumbgoods.com

ED PANAR
Photographer Ed Panar lives in Pittsburgh. Walking both city 

streets and nature, Panar finds stillness, wit, and wonder in 

everyday encounters. 

no. 31023

Wholesale: $8.00

inner pack: 4

dimensions: 4.75 x 7 inches

Specs: Cloth-bound hardcover; 144 pages, 
unlined (including 16 blue pages, 112 white, and 
16 full-bleed color photographs); head- and 
tailbands; dyed blue edges; perforated card with 
artist interview

dAYdrEAming 
SkETCHbook

perforated card with artist 
interview

interior sample spread interior sample spread

Creat iv i ty is  about breaking down 
walls. To go inside this sketchbook’s 
touchable cloth cover, with its foil-
stamped brick wall, is the first step. 
inside, curated pairings of meditative 
imagery appear every 16 pages, provid-
ing fodder for freely ranging thoughts.Ed panar picked up a camera in high school and has been obsessed with photog-

raphy’s relationship to reality ever since. His work explores the uncanny nature of 

objects and creatures, illuminating a seemingly familiar yet often unseen parallel 

universe, a space at the periphery of human attention. panar has published numer-

ous photography books and his work has been exhibited internationally at the 

museum of Contemporary photography in Chicago, the nofound photofair in paris, 

the new York photo Festival, and the Cleveland museum of Art. panar lives and 

works among the forested hills and hollows of pittsburgh and teaches at Carnegie 

mellon university. He is cofounder of Spaces Corners, a photography book gallery. 

panar sees his plumb journals as a collaborative space. “i’ve always thought that 

viewers bring meaning, association, and their own feelings to my photos. i hope my 

plumb journals can also function in that way, as a collaboration.”

“ i’ve always been a 
notebook fanatic. 
You feel like anything 
can happen and all 
your plots and plans 
and dreams have the 
possibility of emerg-
ing in those pages.”

Ed pAnAr

Cloth cover with 
debossed foil stamping

back-to-back color photos 
every 16 pages for daydreaming 
inspiration

112 pages in crisp white, 
16 in pale blue
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Ed PanarEd pAnAr

wholesale@plumbgoods.complumbgoods.com

I do a lot of my shooting wan-dering around on foot. My favorite times are when I can comple te ly  s ink  in to  the moment, with a long enough walk that a meditation can occur. I’m more relaxed, not consciously seeking photos.  I also tend to have a better suc-cess rate when that happens.
plumbgoods.com

ED PANAR
Pittsburgh photographer Ed Panar finds stillness, wit, and wonder in everyday encounters. 

Photograph © Nathan Alexander WardPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

plumbgoods.com

PLUMB: Why did you want to make notebooks?

ED: I’ve always been a notebook  fanatic. It’s an important part of my creative life. In those pages you feel like anything can happen and all your plots and plans and dreams have the possibility of emerging. I was particu-larly drawn to the idea of combining my interest in photography books, which already have a lot of blank space, with the intention that that blank space would be filled in. It’s a challenge to think about how the pho-tos could remain open enough to let someone else’s creative work also exist there.

PLUMB: What were the dynamics you considered for achieving that?
ED: I tried to create a sense of coher-ence, yet maintain a sense of open-ness . . . to have it two ways, basically. I wanted to create a sequence with some structure to it, but that would also function if you were dropping in at any moment. I hoped the pho-tographs could be a suggestion but not an obstruction. Hopefully, you’ll 

almost forget there are images in the notebooks and then feel surprised, like an unexpected encounter. I tend to gravitate toward creating and put-ting together imagery that empha-sizes the mystery and ambiguity of the things I’m photographing and maybe even of the photographs themselves.

PLUMB:  You ’ re  a l so  a  g raph ic designer. How does that inform your photography work?

ED: When I edit and sequence my photographs, it’s a balancing act of piecing things together that are essentially disparate but somehow have enough of a thread that they activate and bounce around each other and create a range of asso-ciations. It’s an invisible scaffolding that makes it hold together. Learning about design for me was learning about that process and being able to appreciate that it’s almost invisi-ble when it’s done well; it becomes embedded in the work itself. It’s not like you can separate the design from the thing. It becomes what it is.

ED PANAR

Photograph © Josh ArtmanPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

Photographer Ed Panar lives in Pittsburgh. Walking 
both city streets and nature, Panar finds stillness, wit, and wonder in everyday encounters. 

no. 31025

Wholesale: $5.00

inner pack: 6

dimensions: 2.75 x 4 inches

Specs: 3-notebook set, paperback; 80 pages 
each with unique cover graining and interiors 
(lightly printed lines or grids); color photos on 
endpapers; perforated card with artist interview

poCkET noTEbookS

perforated card with 
artist interview

gray book interior 
with horizontal lines

Yellow book interior 
with vertical lines

orange book interior 
with grids

gray book endpapers Yellow book endpapers orange book endpapers

Some journals are meant to stay put 
while others travel. These pieces are 
exactly what Ed panar wants in his pock-
ets during his day-long photography 
walks. Exterior graining, endpaper color 
imagery, and diversely lined pages ele-
vate the grab-and-go notebook format.

no. 31024

Wholesale: $8.00

inner pack: 4

dimensions: 5.75 x 8.25 inches

Specs: Hardcover with exposed, textured paper-
back spine; 144 pages, lined cream stock, includ-
ing 20 pages with black-and-white photographs; 
perforated card with artist interview

opEn WriTing JournAl

perforated card with artist interview

interior sample spread interior sample spread

Endpapers

From the inspiring cover photos to the 
unique recessed spine, this journal’s 
exterior sets the stage for a special 
merger of images and writing space. 
Creamy pages showcase Ed panar’s 
black-and-white photos,  spr inkled 
throughout for unexpected encounters. 

Textured covers in three 
unique graining patterns

Striking photographic 
endpapers, different 
for front and back

Set of three, portable 
enough for pockets

Cleverly recessed 
cloth spine

20 of the 144 pages 
bear subtle black-and-
white photographs

lined cream pages
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PLUMB: Were you that kid in class constantly doodling creatures?
MATT: I definitely was—sometimes I’d be taking notes, but most of the time I was drawing strange creatures and faces. But I could still listen. To this day. I listen to books on tape while I draw. I just finished Moby-Dick.

PLUMB: Do you have ideas for your creatures before you draw them?
MATT: There’s no real rhyme or rea-son. Sometimes I’ll see something that inspires me and I’ll redraw my interpretation of it. I try to lose the ini-tial reference to make it my own but keep the energy of the original in the drawing. I’m usually in this weird ’80s or ’90s zone because those were my formative and most imaginative years. I look at artists who do cartoony crea-ture art, and as the generations go by, I can see that their references are from their childhoods. It’s this story that’s being told over and over and over again, and I want to be a part of that story.

PLUMB: Your art seems to come from a very childlike space.
MATT: My art has always been rooted in escapism, going into a fantasy world. I’d hang out at my grandma’s house with my brother and cousins and we’d draw fruit-versus-vegetable wars. We were all into imagining we were Ninja Turtles, or shape shifters, or animals, or warriors. I try really hard to hold on to that sense of wonder and the joy of drawing things with claws, scales, teeth, and eyeballs. 

PLUMB: Do people limit themselves because they feel creativity should be a serious endeavor, rather than just doodling like we did in class?
MATT: Yeah. When you’re a kid you’re more open to the world around you, days are longer, summer takes for-ever, you’re into animals, you’re into bugs, you’re into the wind in your hair. Everything seems so potent and you want to find some way to express that. As you get older, it slows down and you choose your own path.

MATT FURIE

Photograph © Aiyana UdesenPlumb products © Who’s There LLC

Los Angeles artist Matt Furie describes his psychedelic, comic book–inspired work as “children’s book illustrations for adults.”

no. 31026

Wholesale: $10.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 9.75 x 12.25 x 1.25 inches

Specs: 3-ring binder with 3 panels; 3 illustrated 
dividers; illustrated pVC pencil pouch; perforated 
card with artist interview

monSTEr AliEn 
bindEr SET

perforated card with artist interviewpencil pouch

When he was in school, artist matt Furie 
was a master drawer, and this nostalgic 
trifold binder brings in-class doodling 
to a whole new level. Together with the 
section dividers and pencil pouch, this 
set reinterprets the utility of a classic 
with Furie’s weirdly fun creatures.matt Furie has been drawing crazy-looking creatures since he was a small child 

growing up in ohio in the early 1980s. now living in los Angeles, Furie is known 

for psychedelic, comic book–inspired drawings that combine childlike enchant-

ment, grown-up situations, and pop-culture nostalgia. Furie has exhibited all over 

the world and is the author of the teen-monster comic series Boy’s Club. He also 

created the well-loved children’s book Night Riders, a wordless story about a frog 

and rat who take an epic bike ride. Furie’s work has appeared in Juxtapoz, Giant 

Robot, Mean, and XLR8R, and in 2008 he was named best Visual Artist by the 

San Francisco Bay Guardian. He also works collaboratively with Albert reyes and 

Aiyana udesen as Future Colors of America. Furie’s plumb journals reflect his love 

of inexpensive school supplies: “i’ve always used those cheap, spiral-bound note-

books from the drugstore. There’s something about their less-precious nature.”

mATT FuriE

 “i want my plumb 
notebooks to be remi-
niscent of going into 
that inner childhood 
place in your mind that 
everyone has, whether 
you’re a kid or you’re 
eighty.”

nostalgic trifold binder

interior subject dividers

Slightly subversive, totally 
psychedelic artwork
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Matt Furie
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PLUMB: Did you play video games in the ’80s?MATT: Definitely. All the classic ones. In fact, I was just play-
ing Super Mario Brothers the other day. My girlfriend and I 
came across this strange console that has bootlegs of 88 
old games. All of them were a little bit off—like, Super Mario 
Brothers was called Small Mario or something. We revisited 
that weird 8-bit world through this video game device.PLUMB: What resonates with you about those ’80s games?MATT: There’s something about them imprinted on my mind, 

and I think on a lot of people in my generation—their sim-
plicity, and all the different strange bad guys and creatures. 
I wanted to make a sketchbook to inspire people to get into 
their inner video game world. Because I have an inner video 
game world, and I know other people do, too. PLUMB: Why are the pages divided into above and below?MATT: In a children’s book I did called The Night Riders, a 

frog and rat explore all these zones and levels on bikes. 
There’s something about breaking up the visual space into 
above and below that’s interesting. I always liked Richard 
Scarry’s books where you can see what’s happening in the 
basement, the kitchen, and upstairs all at the same time.

Photograph © Matt FuriePlumb products © Who’s There LLC

plumbgoods.com

MATT FURIE
Los Angeles artist Matt Furie describes his psychedelic, comic book–
inspired work as “children’s book illustrations for adults.”

I’ve always used those cheap, spiral-bound notebooks from the drugstore. There’s some-thing about their less-precious nature. I enjoy drawing with the lines, the margins. Maybe it’s just nostalgic. I use them until they’re filled up and then move on to the next. When I go back and look at them, there’s a mixture of nice sketches and random notes, like giant creatures and directions to restaurants.
I did the drawings for these notebooks because even though I like cats, I find it disturbing how they’re always ready to pounce on some bug, lizard, or my own pet rats. I thought people would be able to relate to cats as a dominant force over smaller creatures, like little bubble-gum people or whatever. I tried to make it play-ful but also weird.

MATT FURIE

Photograph © Ray Potes Plumb products © Who’s There LLC

plumbgoods.com

Los Angeles artist Matt Furie describes his psychedelic, comic 
book–inspired work as “children’s book illustrations for adults.”

no. 31028

Wholesale: $10.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 10 x 7.5 inches 

Specs: Hardcover with lay-flat binding; 112 
pages; 2-tone interior pages (including 56 pages 
with grids); illustrated endpapers; head- and tail-
bands; dyed fluorescent pink edges; perforated 
card with artist interview

’80S VidEo gAmE 
SkETCHbook

perforated card with artist 
interview

interior sample spread

Endpapers

The ’80s video game aesthetic has by 
now impacted three generations, giving 
us what artist matt Furie calls an “inner 
video game world.” This unique format, 
with each page subtly divided horizon-
tally, could be used to sketch one’s own 
video game fantasies—or anything else.

no. 31027

Wholesale: $6.00

inner pack: 6

dimensions: notepads: 3 x 5 inches; package: 
6 x 5.75 inches

Specs: 4-notepad set, paperback with colored 
spiral binding; 100 pages each with unique interi-
ors (lined, grid, blank); perforated card with artist 
interview

killEr CAT 
SpirAl noTEpAdS

perforated card with artist 
interview

green pad interior blue pad interior pink pad interior black pad interior

don’t underestimate the flair of whip-
ping a killer-cat-covered notebook out 
of your back pocket. With this quartet, 
artist matt Furie brings bite and color 
to one of his favorite formats, the tra-
ditional spiral-bound notebook—for cat 
lovers and haters alike.

Video game–inspired illustrations 
on cover and endpapers

unique horizontal 
format

Fluorescent pink 
edges

Subtle “above and below” 
configuration on interior pages, 
including 56 pages with grids

Colored spiral 
bindings

Set of four notepads, 
each with a unique 
interior
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TuCkEr niCHolS

“ The notebook that i keep in my 
pocket—anything can happen in there. 
it feels like, ‘Yeah, you can be orga-
nized, you can do that here, but let’s 
not get too organized. You might miss 
something.’”

no. 31000

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 7.5 x 9.75 inches

Specs: Soft-bound cloth cover with 
matte foil stamping, 160 pages (96 lined, 64 
unlined); head- and tailbands; 5 waterfall-tabbed 
sections; perforated card with artist interview

TAnglE noTEbook

interior (lined) interior (unlined)

Tucker nichols is best known for his smartly funny 

drawings and large-scale gallery installations. He often 

takes inspiration from found objects and from the sur-

roundings of his studio in the San Francisco bay Area. 

nichols’s work has been featured in museums and gal-

leries around the country and in Europe, and his draw-

ings have been published in McSweeney’s, The Thing 

Quarterly, and the opinion pages of the New York 

Times. As long as paper and pens exist in the world, 

nichols plans to keep on creating.
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no. 31002

Wholesale: $8.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 5 x 7 inches

Specs: Chipboard cover with matte foil stamping, 
128 pages (64 lined, 64 unlined); 4 waterfall-
tabbed sections; elastic closure; gusseted 
pocket on inside back cover; perforated card 
with artist interview

ExplorEr noTEbook

no. 31001

Wholesale: $8.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 5.75 x 8.25 inches

Specs: paperback with matte foil stamping, 160 
pages (112 cream, 48 yellow), perforated for easy 
removal; dyed orange edges; lay-flat binding; 
perforated card with artist interview

doT noTEbook

interior (yellow)interior (cream)

interior (lined) interior (unlined)

no. 31003

Wholesale: $5.00

inner pack: 4

dimensions: 3.25 x 4.75 inches

Specs: Textured paperback, 192 pages (160 
cream, 32 light blue); lay-flat binding; dyed green 
edges; perforated card with artist interview

CHunkY bluE book

Sample spread Endpapers

no. 31004

Wholesale: $5.00

inner pack: 4

dimensions: 3.25 x 4.75 inches

Specs: paperback 3-notebook set, 64 pages 
each, each with graph paper of different grid 
size; exposed stitched binding with colored 
thread; perforated card with artist interview; 
shrinkwrapped with bellyband

3 liTTlE noTEbookS

interior (green)interior (orange) interior (blue)

TuCkEr niCHolS
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Sumi ink Club

Sumi ink Club is a participatory drawing project estab-

lished in 2005 by los Angeles–based artists luke 

Fischbeck and Sarah rara. At the club’s open meet-

ings, everyone comes together to draw: young, old, 

people who are considered good at drawing, and 

people who think they can’t draw at all. Fischbeck’s 

and rara’s work has been shown at the Whitney 

museum of American Art and london’s institute of 

Contemporary Arts. They also perform music as lucky 

dragons, an experimental band.  

“  if you arrive and the paper already 
has something on it, what a relief! You 
already have something to react to and 
build on, so it’s more like other human 
interactions. but just approaching a 
field of white is very daunting.”

Sumi STArTEr pACk

no. 31007

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 6 x 9 inches

Specs: 3 paperback notebooks with starter 
drawings plus 1 Sumi ink Club illustrated zine, 
32 pages each; exposed stitched binding; per-
forated card with artist interview; shrinkwrapped 
with bellyband

dAY + nigHT JournAlS

no. 31006

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 6 x 9 inches

Specs: Textured paperback 2-journal set, 80 
pages each (one with white paper, one with 
black paper); titles debossed with clear foil; per-
forated card with artist interview; shrinkwrapped 
with bellyband

Sumi ArT box:
mAkE + SHArE + kEEp

no. 31005

Wholesale: $14.00

inner pack: 2

dimensions: 9.25 x 11.75 x 1 inches

Specs: Clamshell box with gusseted front 
pocket; 50-sheet 8.5-x-11-inch pad with dark 
blue dyed edges; perforated card with artist 
interview; 27-x-8-inch artist poster

zine interiornotebook interiors with starter drawings

interior, day Journal interior, night Journal Endpapers

pad with starter drawingsportfolio box
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TiTAniC SkETCHbook

mini SupErHEro 
noTEbook

SHorT STACk JournAl

kATHErinE brAdFord

no. 31009

Wholesale: $12.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 8.25 x 10.5 inches

Specs: paperback, 240 pages in 3 colors, perfo-
rated for easy removal including 48 horizontally 
perforated pages; flexi-bound with rounded 
spine and head- and tailbands; perforated card 
with artist interview

no. 31008

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 7.5 x 8.5 inches

Specs: Hardcover with Wire-o binding, 192 
pages (145 blank, 47 with starter drawings); elas-
tic closure; perforated card with artist interview

no. 31010

Wholesale: $6.00

inner pack: 4

dimensions: 3.5 x 4.5 inches

Specs: paperback, 168 pages in 3 colors, per-
forated for easy removal;  perforated card with 
artist interview

katherine bradford works in brooklyn and maine. She 

is known for evocative paintings that approach iconic 

images such as the Titanic and superheroes with a 

sense of playful, tender vulnerability. bradford was a 

longtime teacher at the pennsylvania Academy of Fine 

Arts and the Fashion institute of Technology in new 

York. Her paintings are held in many private and public 

collections including the metropolitan museum of Art 

and the brooklyn museum.

“ notebooks play a big role in a visual 
artist’s practice. The whole idea of mak-
ing a painting or work of art causes 
people to fail. but if you think you’re 
doing something private, you relax a 
little more, and better things happen.”

interiors with and without perforation

Sample interior spreads

interiors with starter drawings
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nATHAniEl ruSSEll

interior with pad posterFlyer

Endpapersinterior

no. 31017

Wholesale: $7.50

inner pack: 3

dimensions: notebooks: 3.5 x 5 inches;  
Slipcase: 3.75 x 5.25 x 1.25 inches

Specs: paperback with paper graining and foil 
stamping; 3-volume set, each bound on a differ-
ent side, 64 pages each; slipcase; smyth-sewn 
binding; accordion-folded artwork with 6 panels; 
perforated card with artist interview

WAking WAiTing 
WAlking

no. 31019

Wholesale: $10.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 12 x 12 inches

Specs: record sleeve with pocket; 11-x-11-inch 
pad with 50 sheets, chipboard backer silk-
screened on both sides; 1 inserted poster; 
1 flyer; card with artist interview

drAWn To muSiC

no. 31018

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 6.75 x 8.75 inches 

Specs: Hardcover; 192 cream-colored pages; 
smyth-sewn binding with foil stamping on square 
spine; head- and tailbands; 2 dust jackets, each 
printed on both sides for 4 unique covers total; 
perforated card with artist

FAkE-JACkET JournAl

Special-edition accordion-folded artworkSlipcase

indiana-based nathaniel russell makes humorously 

absurd art in a range of forms, including drawings, 

fake fliers, bad sculptures, shapes cut out of wood, 

and music. russell’s work is regularly shown around 

the world in traditional galleries and informal spaces, 

usually surrounded by an expanding list of friends, col-

laborators, and like-minded folk. He regularly posts his 

observations on life, new drawings, ideas, and photo-

graphs on his blog, Crooked Arm.

“ Some of my favorite art and music 
comes from so-called amateurs. it just 
hits me in a way that nothing else can. 
i think art and music are just too impor-
tant to leave to so-called experts.”
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lindA gEArY

linda geary lives in oakland and is chair of the paint-

ing/drawing program at California College of the Arts 

in San Francisco. Her abstract paintings and collages 

explore the relationships between color, texture, 

shape, space, and scale. in 2011, geary visited 100 art-

ists in their workspaces. The resulting conversations 

are collected in her book, Studio Visit. geary has had 

numerous solo and group exhibitions in the uS and 

italy and is the recipient of an Elizabeth Foundation 

grant, a pollock-krasner Foundation grant, and resi-

dencies at omi international Arts Center and the millay 

Colony for the Arts.

“ As an artist, it’s about permission to fol-
low an idea without knowing the out-
come. Even if a work fails, it still leads 
to the next step. i never know how a 
painting will get resolved.”

no. 31016

Wholesale: $12.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 6.25 x 8 inches

Specs: paperback; 288 pages (256 cream-
colored, 32 with color studies); exposed smyth-
sewn binding; deckle edge; perforated card with 
artist interview

STACk book

no. 31015

Wholesale: $12.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 9.25 x 11.75 inches

Specs: Hardcover; 192 pages; spiral binding; 
perforated card with artist interview

SpirAl JournAl

Sample spread from swatches at front 
and back

interior

no. 31014

Wholesale: $9.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 6.75 x 9.25 inches

Specs: paperback; 240 pages, light blue with 
aqua dyed edges; smyth-sewn, flexi binding; 
head- and tailbands; perforated card with 
artist interview

ElEVATEd JournAl

back cover interior Endpapers
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JASon polAn

no. 31011

Wholesale: $4.00

inner pack: 6

dimensions: 4 x 6 inches

Specs: die-cut cardstock cover; 72 cream- 
colored pages; Wire-o binding; perforated card 
with artist interview

obSErVATion 
noTEbook

no. 31012

Wholesale: $8.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 9.25 x 11.75 inches

Specs: Flexible cardstock cover with matte foil 
stamping on spine; 96 pages, perforated for 
easy removal; smyth-sewn, lay-flat binding; hole 
punched through top of notebook for hanging 
or anything else; perforated card with 
artist interview

A CollECTion oF
pApEr opTionS

no. 31013

Wholesale: $10.00

inner pack: 3

dimensions: 8.75 x 11.25 inches

Specs: Hardcover wrapped with textured paper; 
160 cream-colored pages; smyth-sewn, lay-flat 
binding; head- and tailbands; waterfall tabs with 
illustrated dividers; perforated card with 
artist interview

THE CollECTing book

Jason polan is known for obsessively drawing the 

objects and people he encounters every day. Since 

2008, he has been drawing every person in new 

York City. polan’s work has been exhibited all over 

the united States, Europe, Africa, and Asia, and has 

been featured in the New York Times, ARTnews, 

McSweeney’s, The Believer, and The New Yorker. 

polan, originally from michigan, earned a dual degree 

in biological anthropology and drawing/painting from 

the university of michigan. He is a founding member of 

the Taco bell drawing Club.

“ maybe i shouldn’t even say this, but 
i’ve never had trouble with the blank 
page. i always want to draw, and i 
always want to draw more. i like blank 
pieces of paper.”

inside front 
cover

interior

Sample spreadSample spread

Sample spread Endpapers
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“ I want people to feel 
cool because they have 
one of my notebooks. 
I feel that way about 
certain things I own—an 
outfit, a watch, a purse. 
An object can be a type 
of catalyst, a spark that 
starts making me more 
creative.”

LIZ MARKUS

Photograph © Walter Weissman
Plumb products © Knock Knock LLC

plumbgoods.com

New Yorker Liz Markus’s large-scale paintings combine realism and abstrac-
tion using bold strokes and color, interpreting pop-cultural phenomena such 
as rock and roll, hippies, socialites, and Star Wars. Her work has appeared in 
the Huffington Post, Vogue, ArtForum, ArtSlant New York, and Modern Paint-
ers, and she has exhibited extensively in New York as well as Europe. Born 
and raised in Buffalo, New York, she earned her bachelor of fine arts from 
the School of Visual Arts in New York City and her master of fine arts from 
Tyler School of Art at Temple University in Philadelphia.

Fabulous Book Hot Rod 
Journal

LA Glam 
Sketchbook

A line of blank notebooks envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created 
in collaboration with Knock Knock.

“ The notebook that I 
keep in my pocket—
anything can happen in 
there. It feels like, ‘Yeah, 
you can be organized, 
you can do that here, 
but let’s not get too 
organized. You might 
miss something.’”

NaThaNIel Russell

Photograph © scott Thorpe
Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.

plumbgoods.com

a new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Tucker Nichols is known for his smartly funny drawings and large-scale 
installations. he is often inspired by found objects and by the area surrounding 
his studio in the san Francisco Bay area. Nichols’ work has been shown 
around the us and in europe, and has appeared in McSweeney’s, The Thing 
Quarterly, and the New York Times. as long as paper and pens exist in the 
world, Nichols plans to keep on creating.

Day + Night 
Journals

sumi starter 
Pack

sumi art Box

Plumb products © Knock Knock LLCplumbgoods.com

New Yorker Liz Markus’s large-scale paintings 
interpret American popular culture with both real-
ism and abstraction in bold strokes and color.

Photographer Ed Panar lives in Pittsburgh. Walking 
both city streets and nature, Panar finds stillness, 
wit, and wonder in everyday encounters.

Los Angeles artist Matt Furie describes his psy-
chedelic, comic book–inspired work as “children’s 
book illustrations for adults.”

LIZ MARKUS

ED PANAR

MATT FURIE

A line of blank notebooks envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created 
in collaboration with Knock Knock.

Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.plumbgoods.com

Northern California artist Tucker Nichols is best 
known for his smartly funny drawings and 
large-scale gallery installations.

Sumi Ink Club is a collaborative drawing project 
started by Los Angeles–based artists Sarah 
Rara and Luke Fischbeck.

Katherine Bradford paints in both Brooklyn and 
Maine. She is often inspired by water, as seen 
in her paintings of ocean liners and swimmers.

NAThANIeL RuSSeLL

LINdA GeARy

JASoN PoLAN

A new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Ed Panar’s photos explore the uncanny nature of objects and creatures, 
illuminating a seemingly familiar yet often unseen parallel universe. Panar 
teaches at Carnegie Mellon University and his work has appeared in the 
New York Times Magazine, the Time LightBox, and American Photo. He 
has exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Photography in Chicago, the 
Nofound Photofair in Paris, the New York Photo Festival, and the Cleveland 
Museum of Art. Panar lives among the forested hills and hollows of 
Pittsburgh, and is cofounder of Spaces Corners, a photography book gallery.

ED PANAR

Pocket NotebooksDaydreaming 
Sketchbook

Open Writing 
Journal

Photograph © Josh Artman
Plumb products © Knock Knock LLC

plumbgoods.com

A line of blank notebooks envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created 
in collaboration with Knock Knock.

“ I’ve always been a 
notebook fanatic. 
You feel like anything 
can happen and all 
your plots and plans 
and dreams have the 
possibility of emerging 
in those pages.”

sumi Ink Club was founded in 2005 by los angeles artists sarah Rara and 
luke Fischbeck. at the club’s open meetings, everyone comes together to 
draw: the young, the old, people who are considered good at art, and people 
who think they can’t draw at all. The result is art that feels as if one impossible 
person created it. Rara’s and Fischbeck’s work has been shown at the Whitney 
Museum of american art and london’s Institute of Contemporary arts. They 
also perform as the musical group lucky Dragons.

“ If you arrive and the 
paper already has some-
thing on it, what a relief! 
You already have some-
thing to react to and build 
on. But just approaching 
a field of white is very 
daunting.”

lINDa GeaRY

Day + Night 
Journals

sumi starter 
Pack

sumi art Box

a new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Photograph © sumi Ink Club
Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.

plumbgoods.com

Matt Furie’s self-described “children’s book illustrations for adults” combine 
psychedelic, cartoon-inspired characters with grown-up situations. He 
has exhibited all over the world, and is the author of the teen-monster 
comic series Boy’s Club and the children’s book Night Riders. His work 
has appeared in Juxtapoz, Giant Robot, Mean, and XLR8R, and in 2008 he 
was named Best Visual Artist by the San Francisco Bay Guardian. He also 
creates collaborative art with Albert Reyes and Aiyana Udesen as Future 
Colors of America. Originally from Ohio, Furie lives in Los Angeles.

MATT FURIE

Monster Alien 
Binder

Killer Cat Spiral 
Notepads

’80s Video Game 
Sketchbook

Photograph © Ray Potes
Plumb products © Knock Knock LLC

plumbgoods.com

A line of blank notebooks envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created 
in collaboration with Knock Knock.

 “I want my Plumb note-
books to be reminiscent 
of going into that inner 
childhood place in your 
mind that everyone has, 
whether you’re a kid or 
you’re eighty.”

Katherine Bradford is best known for her paintings of boats and of super-
heroes. she approaches iconic images such as the Titanic and superman with 
a sense of playful, tender vulnerability. Bradford has taught at the Pennsylvania 
academy of Fine arts and the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York. her 
work is held by many private and public collections including the Metropolitan 
Museum of art and the Brooklyn Museum.

“ Notebooks play a big 
role in an artist’s practice. 
The whole idea of making 
a work of art causes peo-
ple to fail. But if you think 
you’re doing something 
private, you relax, and 
better things happen.”

JasoN PolaN

short stack 
Journal

Mini superhero 
Notebook

Titanic sketchbook

a new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Photograph © Greg Irikura
Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.

plumbgoods.com

“ The notebook that I 
keep in my pocket—
anything can happen in 
there. It feels like, ‘Yeah, 
you can be organized, 
you can do that here, 
but let’s not get too 
organized. You might 
miss something.’”

TUCKER NICHOLS

Photograph © Scott Thorpe
Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.

plumbgoods.com

Chunky 
Blue Book

Dot Notebook Explorer 
Notebook

3 Little 
Notebooks

Tangle Notebook 

A new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Tucker Nichols is known for his smartly funny drawings and large-scale 
installations. He is often inspired by found objects and by the area surrounding 
his studio in the San Francisco Bay Area. Nichols’ work has been shown 
around the US and in Europe, and has appeared in McSweeney’s, The Thing 
Quarterly, and the New York Times. As long as paper and pens exist in the 
world, Nichols plans to keep on creating.

Sumi Ink Club was founded in 2005 by Los Angeles artists Sarah Rara and 
Luke Fischbeck. At the club’s open meetings, everyone comes together to 
draw: the young, the old, people who are considered good at art, and people 
who think they can’t draw at all. The result is art that feels as if one impossible 
person created it. Rara’s and Fischbeck’s work has been shown at the Whitney 
Museum of American Art and London’s Institute of Contemporary Arts. They 
also perform as the musical group Lucky Dragons.

“ If you arrive and the 
paper already has some-
thing on it, what a relief! 
You already have some-
thing to react to and build 
on. But just approaching 
a field of white is very 
daunting.”

SUMI INK CLUB

Day + Night 
Journals

Sumi Starter 
Pack

Sumi Art Box

A new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Photograph © Sumi Ink Club
Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.

plumbgoods.com

Katherine Bradford is best known for her paintings of boats and of super-
heroes. She approaches iconic images such as the Titanic and Superman with 
a sense of playful, tender vulnerability. Bradford has taught at the Pennsylvania 
Academy of Fine Arts and the Fashion Institute of Technology in New York. Her 
work is held by many private and public collections including the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art and the Brooklyn Museum.

“ Notebooks play a big 
role in an artist’s practice. 
The whole idea of making 
a work of art causes peo-
ple to fail. But if you think 
you’re doing something 
private, you relax, and 
better things happen.”

KATHERINE BRADFORD

Short Stack 
Journal

Mini Superhero 
Notebook

Titanic Sketchbook

A new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

Photograph © Greg Irikura
Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.

plumbgoods.com

Plumb products © Who’s There Inc.plumbgoods.com

Northern California artist Tucker Nichols is best 
known for his smartly funny drawings and 
large-scale gallery installations.

Sumi Ink Club is a collaborative drawing project 
started by Los Angeles–based artists Sarah 
Rara and Luke Fischbeck.

Katherine Bradford paints in both Brooklyn and 
Maine. She is often inspired by water, as seen 
in her paintings of ocean liners and swimmers.

TuCKeR NIChoLS

SuMI INK CLuB

KATheRINe BRAdFoRd

A new line of blank journals envisioned, designed, 
and illustrated by contemporary artists, created in 
collaboration with Knock Knock.

This catalog is printed on 10% post-consumer-waste FSC paper, using 
soy-based inks. All dimensions listed are: W x H x d.

rEprESEnTATion

Minimums: $200 for first orders and $100 for reorders. There is a $5 ser-
vice charge for orders below minimums. products must be ordered in inner-
pack quantities.

Prices: prices listed are wholesale and are subject to change without 
notice. All prices are in uS dollars. Freight costs are the responsibility of 
the customer.

Delivery: orders ship via ground service, ex-works reno, nV, including 
back orders. orders are shipped within 2 to 5 working days of their receipt 
for in-stock products. 

Payment Terms: First orders are pro forma or credit card (Visa, masterCard, 
AmEx, or discover). For subsequent orders, please forward a credit applica-
tion for approval, which can take up to 2 weeks. net-30 terms granted upon 
approved credit. past-due balances are subject to finance charges of 1.5% 
per month. returned checks are assessed a $25 service charge.

Cancellations: orders canceled after shipment are subject to freight fees.

Collection: outstanding invoices may accrue finance, collection, court, and/
or attorney’s fees. legal actions may be brought in California courts using 
California laws to effect collection of past-due balances. Accounts turned 
over to collection are subject to a $75 reinstatement fee.

Returns: no return of merchandise will be accepted and no credits issued 
without knock knock’s previous consent. knock knock must be notified 
within 10 days of receipt of any incorrectly shipped orders or defective 
goods. A 15% restocking fee will be charged for returned merchandise.

Claims: Any damage or shortage claims must be received no later than 10 
days from receipt of order. notice of loss or damage must be given to the 
carrier immediately. All packing materials and receiving paperwork should 
be retained for carrier inspection.

Back orders: back orders under $50 will be canceled.

Acceptance of terms and conditions: placement of order will confirm 
acceptance of the above terms and conditions.

TErmS & CondiTionS

WEST

  Washington 
paper reign 
425-402-0772

  Oregon 
Surroundings northwest 
503-454-0678 
541-744-1505

  Northern California & Reno 
Air Company 
415-436-6350

  Arizona, Colorado, Hawaii, Las Vegas, New Mexico, Southern 
California, Utah, Wyoming 
Fine lines Company 
213-748-4475

  Alaska, Idaho, Montana 
park Avenue Agents 
800-272-7275

CENTRAL

  North Dakota, Minnesota, South Dakota, Wisconsin 
Square one 
800-252-1474

  Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiana,  
Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas 
Anne mcgilvray & Company 
800-527-1462

  Illinois 
becky & Company 
847-818-1021

  Michigan 
Cheryl lynn Associates 
866-233-9533

  Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio,  
pizazz-it 
888-871-9115

EAST

  Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, 
New York, Rhode Island, Vermont 
kris & Company 
888-858-5887

  Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia,  
Washington, DC, West Virginia  
knack, llC 
443-221-2175

  Alabama, Florida, Georgia,  
Mississippi, North Carolina,  
South Carolina, Tennessee 
Just got 2 Have it! 
404-749-4850

CANADA

  group one Associates 
416-695-8989 
888-848-8807

INTERNATIONAL

  For representation outside the uS and 
Canada, contact wholesale@plumbgoods.com 
or 310-396-4132
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plumb products © 2015 knock knock llC
original artwork on plumb notebooks © their respective artists
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Spring 2015 Retailer Signage Kit
no. 81055
dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches, easel-backed

Fall 2014 Retailer Signage Kit
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dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches, easel-backed

Spring 2014 Retailer Signage Kit
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dimensions: 8.5 x 11 inches, easel-backed
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